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INTERCULTURAL EDUCATION 
INTERSECTS WITH
INTERNATIONALIZATION

• the concept of interaction of networks,

• relational bridges of dialogue

• and projects in which the person reflects himself in the relationship with 

others.

In this path, the subject bring his own cultural contribution, personal 

specificity and diversity, in pluralist and multidimensional

perspectives.



The creation of culture, together with the context of 
interaction in the educating community

extended on :

the territory

in projects of 
cooperation

in bonds of 
interdependence

local and 
global level

solidarity and 
peace



INTERNATIONALIZATION

• Recognising people and their inalienable rights

• Overcoming the steriotypes of societies

• Growing interdependence between peoples, nations
and minorities

• Combining in solidarity the values of freedom, 
equality and peace.

INTERCULTURAL ENCOUNTER

• Interacting in contexts of cultural pluralism

• Forster values common to humanity

• Exchange mutual interaction and relationship based
on dialogue.



COOPERATION

DIALOGUE 

promoting 
understanding of  

the diversity 

and 

uniting people

in a multilingual 
and multicultural 

way



internationalization

active participation
mutual

recognition



Enhance
cultural 
diversity

Support the 
spirit of 

community

Forster 
openness

THE MEDITERRANEAN 
UNIVERSITIES

which allows the 
individual
to be enriched

and in turn 
enriches



Context of  
peace

Dialogue Cooperation

Cultural 
awarness

Openess to 
diversities

Critical

consciousness

The Future of 
EDUCATION must 
produce



EDUCATION FOR PEACE

OPEN TO 
DIVERSITY

THROUGH 

the resources of the universities to 
concretely implement projects of 
openness and dialogue

networks of relationships, processes
of unity and cooperation between
diversities



CAMPUS DIVERSITY 

The contemporary word requires 
this. It is diverse and multicultural. 

Students (but also staff) need 
«intercultural competences» to 
succeed in the global economy 

Because

Without a mission or a vision of University 
diversity is not useful, but it can be 
divisive and, at worst, conflictual. 

Commitment to equality and 
inclusion are fundamental. 



INCLUSION AS A MISSION FOR UNIVERSITIES 

Foreign students can and have to affect:
classroom teaching/ learning experience, 

administrative services 
overall management

This is the sense of inclusive society building. 

Institutional 
engagement

Cultural 
engagement

is also 



LEARNING PROCESS IN »MULTICULTURAL« CAMPUS 

Learning process in 
campus

Different opportunities 

Working in multicultural 
groups

Highlights strengths and 

weaknesses of cooperation 
between different cultures



A GOOD PRACTICE: JOVITAL PROJECT

A good experiment of (virtual) collaborative learning space can be retrieved in 

the framework of the co-funded by the UE Erasmus + Programme Project 

JOVITAL

Jordan opportunity for virtual 
innovative teaching and learning) 
Project 
(https://jovital.eu/project/ )

https://jovital.eu/project/


JOVITAL PROJECT & VCL space

Vehicle: online dedicated platform

Actors: students of different 
nationalities divided in groups; e-tutors 
and teachers who monitored

Tasks: tasks to achieve with specific 
deadlines; tasks related to cultural 
incidents 

General Purpose: overcome one's own 
fears; learn to cooperate to reach a 
common satisfying result



WEAKNESSES CAN BE STRENGHTS

WEAKNESSES
 shyness of some members 

(among students)
 Cultural differences 

influence the view of what 
is culturally or socially 
perceived as right

 Language difficulties
 Fear of making mistakes or 

not being up to scratch

STRENGHTS:
 Cultural differences show 

different shades of a 
problem 

 Different backgrounds and 
perceptions enrich the 
discussion

 Working by objectives and 
feeling like a team



A LESSON TO LEARN 

 Good communication is the key to the
resolution of all conflicts and
misunderstandings.

 It seems fundamental to work, from an
institutional point of view, to support and
encourage clear communication that not
only respects differences, but also conveys
them as a basis for success, preparing
students not only for their studies, but for
life.

 Even more so at a time in history when the
virtual is our everyday life, there is the need
continue to try even harder to find the best
way to connect people

Campus 
Diversity 

Collaborative 
Learning 



Thank you for your attention!


